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What impacts does COVID-19 have upon Security Operations Centers (SOCs)?

- Immediate effect
- Long-term consequences
First-Hand Experience

• Fieldworker deployed over 34 months (June ‘19 to May ‘22)
  • 1000+ hours in a SOC
  • 352 field notes from discussions and observations

• Active before, during, and emerging from COVID-19 pandemic
  • Observed first-hand the fundamental shift to endpoint management
Ethnography

Historical Analysis

Grounded Theory Method Analysis

Participant Observation

Deep Literature Study

Quan+Qualitative Interviews

Analysis of Historical Trends and Context

Additional methodological procedure details available in the paper (see Fig. 1)
Our analysis indicates that COVID-19’s WFH shift represents a critical evolution point in SOCs.

Network Perimeter --> Endpoint Devices

Additional methodological procedure details available in the paper (see Fig. 1)
SOC COVID-19 Response

• Five distinct phases
  • Varying activities, responses, and strategies
SOC COVID-19 Response

• Preparation

“[Virtual] communication went through the roof” (P1)

“Hallway conversations don’t exist anymore, so we have to be more direct.” (P5)
SOC COVID-19 Response

• Monitoring

“It doesn’t do any good to provide security on campus when there isn’t anyone there anymore.” (P2)

“we just don’t have visibility on what endpoints are doing” (P2,P3,P5)
SOC COVID-19 Response

• Short-Term

“...are there any other COVID-19 emails you could forward to me? I’m working up a memo”. (P5)

“FYI the Zoom changes went through last night. Password required on all Zoom meetings after the change (this can’t be shut off) and caller ID masking is enabled for dial in users” (P5)
SOC COVID-19 Response

• Long-Term

“User behavior [analytics] is a political issue ... the current language is ‘we only monitor devices’ yet it’s typically a 1-to-1 ratio” (P2)

“Daily checks of botnet activity... Periodic check of SaaS platforms... In regards to potential data exfiltration.” (P4)
SOC COVID-19 Response

• Re-Establishment
  • Permanent support for WFH capabilities
  • Long-term strategy
SOC COVID-19 Response
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Historical Analysis -- Deriving Common Terms

A). Keyword List

B). Search Historical Repositories for relevancy

C). Separate and categorize relevant events and fundamental technologies

D). Derive new keywords from historical context

For more details about historical analysis and extracted keywords, see Appendix A.1

“endpoint management”
Mapping Historical Trends -- 1972 to 1979

- Local interaction with network
- Physical access control measures

For research works of each time period and relevant keywords, see Table 5 in Appendix
Mapping Historical Trends -- 1980 to 1986

- Transition from terminal rooms to PCs
- Modems packaged with PCs
- Implementation of the Domain Name System

For research works of each time period and relevant keywords, see Table 5 in Appendix
Mapping Historical Trends -- 1986 to 1990

- Private network attachment and heterogenous protocols
- Acceptable Use Policies emerge
- Anti-virus and disk management software appear

For research works of each time period and relevant keywords, see Table 5 in Appendix
Mapping Historical Trends -- 1991 to 1999

- Border Gateway Protocol introduction
- Acceptable Use Policies become ubiquitous
- Local Area Network server use increases

For research works of each time period and relevant keywords, see Table 5 in Appendix
Mapping Historical Trends -- 2000 to 2019

- Mobile devices
- Software-Defined Networking
- Cloud Computing
- Work From Home (WFH) capability
- Bring-Your-Own Device (BYOD)

For research works of each time period and relevant keywords, see Table 5 in Appendix
Validation Methods

• Qualitative validation of themes from 352 field notes
  • Semi-structured interviews, 30 minutes
  • 12 participants across two rounds of interviews

• Quantitative validation of themes from 352 field notes
  • 7 new SOCs (separate from participant observation)
  • Targeted leading roles in a SOC (e.g. - Chief Information Security Officers)

For more details about validation efforts and questions asked, see Appendix A.3 and accompanying Appendix Tables
Validation Methods

• Qualitative validation of themes from 352 field notes
• Semi-structured interviews, 30 minutes
• 12 participants across two rounds of interviews
• Quantitative validation of themes from 352 field notes
• 7 new SOCs (separate from participant observation)
• Targeted leading roles in a SOC (e.g. Chief Information Security Officers)

Largest determining factor for decreased adoption of endpoint management:

A mostly local, centralized workforce
Recommendations and Action Items

• Focus on device coverage and visibility

• Document policies/procedures with respect to end-user privacy

• Investment in training
Conclusions

• Endpoint management concerns began long before COVID-19 and a shift to WFH activities

• Endpoint management challenges intensified due to dramatic increase in WFH activity

• Human concerns, such as employee stress and burnout, grew during COVID-19’s WFH shift
Questions?

kkj.research@gmail.com
dabruck@sandia.gov
brfid@icloud.com
alexbardas@ku.edu
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